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1.1. An  is a small insect.

 A.A. aunt      B.B. amp      C.C. ant

2.2. Will the mouse escapeescape through the hole? escapeescape means:

 A.A. go north      B.B. make a home      C.C. get away

3.3. The opposite of upstairsupstairs is:

 A.A. downstairs      B.B. upbeat      C.C. downtown

4.4. Giraffes have lots of brown spotsspots. spotsspots means:

 A.A. dots      B.B. toes      C.C. legs

5.5. Tami remainsremains in the classroom to help out during lunch. Here remainsremains means:

 A.A. stays      B.B. calls      C.C. moves

6.6. The sky is aboveabove. The ground is  .

 A.A. before      B.B. behind      C.C. below

7.7. Xiong hangs his shirts on clothes hangers. He puts them in his:

 A.A. closest      B.B. clothespin      C.C. closet

8.8. Mekhi doesn't hatehate chocolate. It's the opposite. He  chocolate.

 A.A. loves      B.B. eats      C.C. likes

9.9. Another word for hugehuge is:

 A.A. large      B.B. embrace      C.C. round

10.10. Eli found some fancy shells at the shoreshore. shoreshore means:

 A.A. sure      B.B. court      C.C. beach

11.11. Ali's brother was buggingbugging her while she was trying to read. buggingbugging means:

 A.A. annoying      B.B. listening      C.C. catching

12.12. NoneNone of her classmates could run as fast as Judy. NoneNone means:

 A.A. not any      B.B. every one      C.C. almost all
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13.13. Marcela puts coconutcoconut on the cake. coconutcoconut is a:

 A.A. color      B.B. spice      C.C. food

14.14. After playing with Rosella, the rabbit goes back in its penpen. Here penpen means:

 A.A. box of carrots      B.B. tool for writing      C.C. house for animals

15.15. Mom bought chicken and steak from the butcherbutcher. A butcherbutcher is a:

 A.A. food server      B.B. fruit vendor      C.C. meat cutter

16.16. Which word does notnot rhyme with the other words?

 A.A. shoe      B.B. crow      C.C. toe

17.17. Felicia and her mother take a trip. They sleep at an:

 A.A. inner      B.B. in      C.C. inn

18.18. Joe saw the baggagebaggage getting loaded onto the airplane. baggagebaggage means:

 A.A. parents      B.B. suitcases      C.C. groceries

19.19. Sev plays a fiddlefiddle in the school band. It has strings, and she plays it with a bow. A
fiddlefiddle is a:

 A.A. horn      B.B. piano      C.C. violin

20.20. The family goes on a trip. They sleep at an inninn. inninn means:

 A.A. doorway      B.B. restaurant      C.C. hotel
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